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Amsterdam 2013 
Celebrations next Year

Amsterdam, 07.11.2012, 08:32 Time

USPA NEWS - Throughout 2013, the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area will be home to many special celebrations. Besides marking the
400th anniversary of Amsterdam´s canals, many iconic institutions will also commemorate special jubilees. 

This fortunate coincidence will allow Amsterdam Marketing to draw special attention to the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area throughout
the entire calendar year, promoting festivities that will further strengthen the image and attractiveness of the region. In doing so, a
varied programme will appeal to many different audiences ““ young and old, visitors and residents, passer-by and investor.
The jubilee organisations will work to connect the rich history of the city with the activities of modern Amsterdam in 2013. Of the
extensive programme of festivities, ten key icons are at the core.

400 years of Amsterdam´s canals

2013 marks the 400th anniversary since construction began on Amsterdam´s world renowned Canal Ring. Because of this
anniversary, and also celebrating the Canal Belt´s acceptance as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2010, various activities will be
organised on and around the canals throughout 2013.
Reopening Rijksmuseum

Following years of extensive renovations, the Rijksmuseum will reopen its doors on 14 April 2013. Once again, its world famous
examples of Dutch art and beyond can be shared with art lovers from home and abroad.

125 years of the Concertgebouw

The world famous Concertgebouw, the concert hall on the Museumplein, is visited by more than 700,000 music lovers each year.
Throughout 2013, both online and in and around the building, you can relive its former glories via audio and video segments.
Additionally, a number of live performances will be beamed to external locations throughout the city, to be shared with Amsterdam´s
residents and visitors.
125 years of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra

The renowned orchestra will celebrate its 125th anniversary with a world tour that takes in six continents. And besides visiting 65 cities
around the world during 2013, the orchestra is scheduled to perform at 71 “˜home´ concerts. 

175 years of Artis Royal Zoo

Artis is not only a famous zoo, but also a playground, a back garden and a park for families. The zoo can be experienced in many
ways, and during its special anniversary year it will be more colourful than ever before, as thousands of flowers will bloom throughout
the entire park.
150 years since the abolition of slavery

On 1 July 2013, it will be exactly 150 years since Dutch slavery was abolished in the former colonies of Suriname and the Dutch
Antilles. The Stichting Herdenking Slavernijverleden will partner with the City of Amsterdam to programme a national commemoration
on this date. This will connect the present with the past and provide an opportunity for various institutions to celebrate freedom.

40 years and the reopening of the Van Gogh Museum

At the end of September 2012, the Van Gogh Museum will close its doors to the public in order to undergo renovations. For several
months, the core of its collection can be viewed in the Hermitage Amsterdam. In May 2013, however, the world famous paintings will
return to Museumplein, and special celebrations will mark the 40th anniversary of the Van Gogh Museum.



The above icons already offer a wide variety of 2013 festivities in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. In addition to actively supporting
these anniversaries and initiatives, Amsterdam Marketing will present a further programme, including a grand opening in January for
all residents, visitors and businesses of Amsterdam. 
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